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The Girl Who
Became a Tree
A Story Told in Poems
Joseph Coelho
Illustrated by Kate Milner

£10.99 l HB l 198x129mm l 176pp l 978-1-913074-78-4 l September-20 l Age 13+

JOSEPH COELHO was brought up in a tower block in Roehampton, west London.
His first poetry collection, Werewolf Club Rules, won the CLiPPA Award,
and was followed by Overheard in a Tower Block (2017). Joseph is a staunch 
ambassador for Britain’s straitened public libraries as well as a welcome
performer at children’s book events throughout the country. He lives in Kent.

KATE MILNER was a librarian before embarking on a new and very successful
career as an illustrator and author. She is the  illustrator of Overheard 
in a Tower Block. Her own first book, My Name is Not Refugee (2018), 
won the Klaus Flugge Prize. She lives in Bedfordshire.

Daphne is unbearably sad and adrift. She seeks solace
      both in the security of her local library and the escape
her phone screen provides. Trying to make sense of 

Intense imaginative power
combines with brilliant poetic 
technique in a major new work
by one of the leading poets
writing for young people.

1

NEW
 TITLES

what has happened, she recalls memories of shared times and stories past, 
and in facing the darkness she finds a way back from the tangle of fear and
confusion, to feel connected once more with her friends and family. Joseph 
Coelho deploys a wide variety of poetic forms with consummate skill in his 
narration of events, seamlessly but searingly weaving together the ancient
legend of Daphne, who was turned into a tree to avoid the attentions of the 
god Apollo, and a totally modern tale, mixing real life and fantasy, in which a 
latter-day Daphne seeks her own freedom.

Now Aug 27
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ROGER McGOUGH CBE, born in Liverpool in 1937, is in a class of his own among Britain’s 
best-loved poets and entertainers. His rise to fame began as a member of The 
Scaffold, the pop music/poetry group whose best-remembered song is ‘Lily 
the Pink’. He lives in Barnes, London.

GREG McLEOD is an illustrator and animator, winner of an Association of Illustrators
Gold Award for his work on the BBC comedy animation Sticks, and with
numerous BAFTA nominations for his work for children.  He lives in
Stratford on Avon.

Crocodile Tears
Roger McGough
Illustrated by Greg McLeod

Crocodile says goodbye to the jungle and heads for the bright
       lights of London to find freedom and adventure. But despite the famous
sights, city life on a stone-cold street begins to pall... Will crocodile tears
become real tears for friends, family and home?
 
A fantastic picture book for reading aloud, from poetry legend 
Roger McGough and award-winning animator Greg McLeod.

£11.99 l HB l 210x298mm l 40pp l 978-1-913074-97-5 l October-20 l Age 3+

The crocodile said
to the chimpanzee,

“Chimpanzee, I want to be free.
The jungle jangle’s not for me.”
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JAMES MAYHEW, writer, artist and musician, is uniquely qualified to create this book, 
which brings all these abilities into play. He is also the presenter of sell-out 
concerts, working with major orchestras and doing live drawing on-stage to 
accompany the music. He is illustrator of Mrs Noah’s Pockets (2018), nominated 
for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal. He lives in Suffolk, England.

For other books by James Mayhew, see pages 19 and 20. 

£16.99 l HB l 290x250mm l 96pp l 978-1-913074-03-6 l October-20 l Age 5+

Once Upon a Tune
Stories from the Orchestra
Written and illustrated by James Mayhew

Words, art and music come together in this splendid gift book. James
   Mayhew has picked six of the world’s greatest and most listened-to
orchestral pieces, to tell the stories which inspired their composers.
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, The Flight of the Bumblebee, The Hall of the

A brilliantly-illustrated 
treasury of legends and 
stories behind some of the 
best-loved classical music.

Mountain King, William Tell, 
The Swan of Tuonela and 
Scheherazade take on a 
new richness for children, in 
combination with story and
pictures. Also included are 
notes on the music and stories,
and recommendations of
James’s favourite recordings 
of the pieces.

Now Sept
2021
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Storm Dragon
Dianne Hofmeyr
Illustrated by Carol Thompson
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D own on the wild, windy beach, Grandpa and grandchild go looking 
      for storm dragons. They find dragon footprints, dragon jewels, even a 
dragon baby. But what will happen when they find the REAL Storm Dragon?

Carol Thompson’s illustrations perfectly capture the zesty, wind-blown
atmosphere of this charming inter-generational story, full of fun, 
celebrating imaginative play and with lots of opportunities for repetitions,
chants and shouts.

£11.99 l HB l 240x275mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-96-8 l September-20 l Age 3+

DIANNE HOFMEYR grew up in South Africa. Her books on the Otter-Barry list include 
My Daddy is a Silly Monkey, Tiger Walk (also illustrated by Carol Thompson) 
and Fiddle-Dee-Dee! Dianne loves doing workshops with chidren and enjoys 
their creative responses. She lives in London.

CAROL THOMPSON is internationally acclaimed as an illustrator of books for young 
children. Her awards include the US Stonewall Honor Picture Book Award 
and School Library Journal Best Book of the Year. She lives in Leicestershire,
England.

For other books by Dianne Hofmeyr, see pages 9 and 18.

Storm! Storm!
Rain raps the window,
wind rattles the door.
“Let’s hunt for storm dragons,”
says Grandpa.
“Watch out, dragons,
we’re coming!”
 

Now March 2021
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The Jackie Morris Book
of Classic Nursery Rhymes

£15.00 l HB l 300x220mm l 64pp l 978-1-913074-05-0 l September-20 l Age 2+

Selected, introduced and illustrated by Jackie Morris

JACKIE MORRIS was awarded the CILIP Kate Greenaway
Medal in 2019 for her illustrations in The Lost Words.
She is author of the Mrs Noah stories for Otter Barry Books and has written 
or illustrated many others. A frequent performer at book festivals and events, 
she also has a wide following on social media (www.jackiemorris.co.uk). Jackie 
Morris lives in Pembrokeshire, Wales.

See page 20 for other Jackie Morris titles 

T he loving detail of Jackie Morris’s superb watercolour
    paintings opens them up for children to revel in their
humour and timeless enchantment. Over 40 traditional
rhymes are included, and Jackie Morris’s new
introduction is a spirited defence of their necessity
and vitality in a digital world. Previously published as
The Cat and the Fiddle, this new edition reflects the
ever-growing appreciation of and demand for
Jackie Morris’s paintings.

A detailed set of notes to accompany the rhymes
and paintings, by Eva John, will be freely available
for downloading by readers and users of the book. 

Simple, yet magical and
mysterious, nursery rhymes 
are among the
treasures of
the English
language. 
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Written and illustrated by Jo Loring-Fisher

“Ive got two eyes.
I’ve got two ears.
I’ve got one mouth.
And one nose.”

H ere is a little girl like other children everywhere. We don’t know her
  name. Sometimes she’s happy, sometimes she’s sad. She likes to 
run, and loves to be cuddled. On the last page we see the one way 
she’s different from most others: she lives in a refugee camp, in a tent 
on bare ground. But in every other way, she’s “just like you”. Written 
and illustrated with a sure ability to reach through to young children, 
this book brings the idea of togetherness vividly to life.

JO LORING-FISHER studied illustration at Norwich School of Art (BA) and Cambridge 
School of Art (MA). She writes: “I am passionate about art and children’s books, 
so it is wonderful to be able to spend my time combining the two.” Jo illustrated 
Samuel Narh’s Maisie’s Scrapbook (2019) and Just Like You is her second book 
as author and illustrator, after Taking Time (2020). Jo lives in Bath, England.

£12.99 l HB l 270x215mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-81-4 l August-20 l Age 2+

Now 14 Jan 2021
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Fearless
The Story of Daphne Caruana Galizia

£12.99 l HB l 270x215mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-04-3 l October-20 l Age 6+ 

GATTALDO was born in Malta and became an internationally-known art director 
and designer. A friend of Daphne’s, he decided to write this book after telling 
her story to his own nephews and nieces. It is his first book for children.
Gattaldo has homes in North London and Malta.

Written and illustrated by Gattaldo

D aphne had a happy childhood on the island of Malta. A lover of books,
     she always wanted to become a journalist. As a teenager, she joined 
in peaceful protests about the way her country was
being mis-managed. Daphne’s news stories uncovered
organised crime and political corruption on an
international scale. Her enemies tried to stop
her in every way they could, but she refused
to give up.

Daphne Caruana Galizia was killed by a car bomb
on 16 October 2017. If her enemies thought that
would be the end of her story, they were wrong.
Her battle for honesty and justice in public life has
become a vibrant example for everyone who believes
in the rule of law and the victory of truth over concealment and lies.

NEW
 TITLES

Endorsed by
Amnesty

International
UK

The life of this heroic 
woman journalist is an
inspiration for people
of all ages.
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WENDY MEDDOUR is a best-selling writer for children. She is author of the internationally 
successful Wendy Quill series and her A Hen in the Wardrobe (2012) was selected
by The Guardian as one of the 50 best culturally diverse books. She lives in 
Devon, England.

CINDY WUME was born in Taiwan. She came to Britain in 2014 and gained an MA in 
Children’s Book Illustration at Cambridge School of Art. Her first book, The Best 
Sound in the World, was published in 2018. Cindy lives in Taiwan.

Wendy Meddour
Illustrated by Cindy Wume

H er brothers, the princes, can get as messy as they like. In a succession
     of rip-roaring scenes, the princess tears up the rules about what little 
girls in dresses can’t do.
I can go on a safari in my dress,
I can eat calamari in my dress,
I can brush a lion’s mane,
I can fly an aeroplane,
I can drive this Ferrari in my dress!
By the end, the two princes have
decided that so many exciting things
can be done in a dress, they’d better have dresses too!

Not in That Dress, 
Princess!

£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-01-2  l September-20 l Age 4+

“A princess always must impress…
There are things we DON’T DO
in a dress”
So says the Queen – but Princess Bess 
does not agree.
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A rumbustious
gender-challenging story

Now 4 March 2021
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The King With Dirty Feet
Sally Pomme Clayton
Illustrated by Rhiannon Sanderson

£7.99 l PB l 240x275mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-75-3 l October-20 l Age 4+

NEW
 IN PA

PERBA
CK

£7.99 l PB l 275x240mm l 32pp l 978-1-913074-98-2 l July-20 l Age 4+

From a master story-teller,
the delightful Indian
folk-tale of how shoes
came to be invented. 
“… beautifully told for reading
aloud and engagingly illustrated.”
Nicolette Jones, Sunday Times

Tiger Walk
Dianne Hofmeyr
Illustrated by Jesse Hodgson

“… beautifully written and illustrated … based 
on Henri Rousseau’s painting Surprised (Tiger 
in a Tropical Storm). As well as teaching children 
about a love of art, it helps them address their 
fears as the tiger becomes a reassuring friend
to Tom on a magical night-time adventure”
Discover Animals

Winner of the

Oxfordshire Best

Picture Book Award 2019

A lyrical story about overcoming fears,
with superb illustrations.

Now 14 Jan 2021

Now 3 June 2021
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RY Belonging Street
Poems and illustrations by Mandy Coe

£7.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96pp l 978-1-913074-80-7 l August-20 l Age 6+

A wide-ranging new
collection from an exciting 
poet, encompassing the
natural world, city life,
family and belonging – 
suffused with warmth 
and empathy.

MANDY COE  has published seven books for adults and children and her work has 
been featured on BBC radio and TV. She has twice been shortlisted for the 
CLPE Primary Poetry Award. Mandy also teaches poetry and is a Visiting Fellow 

of Manchester Metropolitan University’s Writing School. She lives in Liverpool.

L ook out for the tree that saved a
    town; dip your toe in the Milky Way; 
sing the  City Seed Song; come home 
to Belonging Street … Mandy Coe
joins our poetry list with an eagerly-
awaited second collection of poems 
for children. She writes: “Much of the 
book is a quest, a search for a sense
of belonging, whether the searcher is 
a child, a tree-that-walks, the colour 
grey, or a butterfly … It was wonderful 
to be both illustrator and writer,
creating pictures full of poetry and 
poems full of pictures.”
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Dear Ugly Sisters
and other poems
Laura Mucha
Illustrated by Tania Rex

£7.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96pp l 978-1-913074-79-1 l August-20 l Age 6+

LAURA MUCHA studied psychology, philosophy, law and flying trapeze. She changed 
her career to become a writer after being hit by a car at the age of 29. Laura 
won the Caterpillar poetry prize in 2016. A frequent performer at poetry events 
and festivals, she is a member of the Children’s Poetry Summit. Her most recent 
book for adults is the bestselling Love Factually (2019). Laura lives in North 
London.

TANIA REX is a graduate of the Vilnius Academy of Arts, whose playful images 
stimulate children’s imagination and creativity. She lives in Vilnius, Lithuania.

A debut collection that
fizzes with originality

and wit.

immerse yourself in birdsong.
Shout out an Apatosaurus rap before

checking out Alexander Fleming’s petri
dish. Warm humour and deeper notes of

insight and empathy mingle in a wide
range of poetic styles and forms, making a

spectacular debut from a poet  to watch.

O riginal, dazzling and unconventional, 
    here is a first solo collection from an  
outstanding new voice in children’s
poetry. Rich in surprises, with many 
shape- and puzzle-poems, its
themes include science,
nature and space.
Go on a night
flight, have a
monster’s lunch,
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The Dictionary
of Dads
Poems by Justin Coe,
illustrated by Steve Wells
“A fantastic book that gathers
together just about every type
of dad you can think of in a
brilliant poetry A-Z.”
Read It Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
112pp l 9781910959169
Age 7+

Zim Zam Zoom!
Zappy Poems to
Read Out Loud
James Carter,
illustrated by Nicola Colton
Shortisted for CLiPPA Award 2019
“The sort of poetry book that
kids can’t resist...a true treat.”
Read it, Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959053
Age 4+

Dinosaurs and
Dinner-Ladies
Poems by John Dougherty,
illustrated by
Tom Morgan-Jones
“A brilliant debut collection
of laugh out loud poems.”
Armadillo
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959565
Age 7+

Overheard in
a Tower Block
Poems by Joseph Coelho,
illustrated by Kate Milner
In CLPE Best Books of 2017
CLiPPA shortlist 2018
Carnegie longlist 2018
“A powerful and moving
poetic narrative about 
growing up in the city”
Telegraph
£6.99 l PB l 198x129m
112pp l 9781910959589
Age 8+

There’s a Crocodile 
in the House!
Poems by Paul Cookson
Illustrated by Liz Million
“… full of zany offerings to delight 
both adult readers aloud and 
primary school readers. Lots of 
the poems are absolute musts for 
classroom audience participation.” 
Red Reading Hub
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781913074005
Age 3+

The Magic
of Mums
Poems by Justin Coe
Illustrated by Steve Wells
“… lovely … well judged shades of 
humour, light and sadness … Steve 
Wells’s sparky illustrations emphasise 
the inclusive nature” Reading Zone
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959640
Age 6+



Adder, Bluebell,
Lobster
Wild Poems by
Chrissie Gittins,
illustrated by
Paul Bommer
“A sheer delight to read
aloud… the vocabulary
is superb.”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm 
96pp l 9781910959558
Age 7+
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Chicken on
the Roof
Poems by Matt Goodfellow,
illustrated by Hannah Asen
“Rhythm, rhyme, wordplay and
whimsy make up this collection
of poems about imagination
and play and everyday life.
With amusing and inclusive
cartoons, its great strengths
are its short lines and succinctness.”
Nicolette Jones, The Sunday Times
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96pp 
9781910959909 l Age 7+
 

Where Zebras Go
Poems and illustrations
by Sue Hardy-Dawson
Shortisted for the CLiPPA 2018
“A talent that is very special
indeed...quite simply,
a triumph.”
Teach Primary
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959312
Age 7+

The Waggiest Tails
Poems by dogs, with help from
Brian Moses and Roger Stevens,
illustrated by Ed Boxall
“All written from the dogs’ point
of view, this funny and perceptive 
canine collection will be treasured
by dog-lovers of all ages.”
Read it, Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959893
Age 7+
 

A Kid in My Class
Poems by Rachel Rooney,
illustrated by Chris Riddell
Shortlisted for
CLiPPA Award 2019
“This moreish collection of
poems is beautifully written
and illustrated.” Nicolette Jones,
The Sunday Times
£10.99 l HB l 230x150mm
88 pages l 9781910959879
Age 7+

Poems by

Illustrations by

Dark Sky Park
Poems from the Edge
of Nature by Philip Gross,
illustrated by
Jesse Hodgson
Shortlisted for CLiPPA Award 2019
“This mesmerising anthology had
me wondering, learning, looking
and so much more. It’s a collection
that works on so many levels.”
Reading Zone 5-star review
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96 pages l 9781910959886
Age 9+
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A Child’s Garden of Verses
Robert Louis Stevenson,
illustrated by Michael Foreman
With a foreword by Alexander McCall Smith
“A beautiful gift book stunningly illustrated…
here is a wonderful opportunity for a new generation
of families to discover these delightful poems.”
Carousel
£14.99 l HB l 230x180mm l 128pp
9781910959107 l Age 5+

Moonstruck!
Edited by Roger Stevens,
illustrated by Ed Boxall
“An inspirational and beautifully
illustrated anthology”
LoveReading4Kids
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959657
Age 6+

RISING STARS
New Young Voices
in Poetry
Shortisted for the CLiPPA 2018
Chosen by EmpathyLab for the
2019 Read for Empathy Guide
“Soulful, inspiring and uplifting.” 
Achuka Best Books of the Year
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959374
Age 10+

How to be a Tiger
Poems by George Szirtes,
illustrated by Tim Archbold
“These are not just great poems
for children. They are just great 
poems. Sometimes five stars
seems a bit mean.”
Books for Keeps
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959206
Age 5+

Poetry for a 
Change 
A National Poetry
Day Anthology
Poems by National Poetry 
Day Ambassadors,
illustrated by Chie Hosaka
“Fascinating reading and gives 
an excellent insight into what 
lies behind the poems we 
enjoy and their writers.” 
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959503 
Age 8+
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Me And Mrs Moon
Written and illustrated
by Helen Bate
“One of the most impressive,
important and sensitive
children’s stories about
dementia that we’ve seen
so far”
Read It, Daddy
£12.99 l HB l 250x180mm
48pp l 9781910959947
Age 7+

Peter in Peril
Courage and Hope in
World War Two
Written and illustrated
by Helen Bate
“Engrossing, and superbly
told in graphic format.”
Books for Keeps
£8.99 l PB l 250x180mm
48 pages
9781910959039 l Age 8+

Corey’s Rock
Sita Brahmachari,
illustrated by Jane Ray
“A moving and beautifully
written story about grief
and coping with change.”
Books for Keeps 5-star review
A CLPE Book of the Year, 2018
£10.99 l HB l 200x150mm
96pp l 9781910959978
Age 9+

Written and Illustrated by Niki Daly
“Sparky stories all, with lots of gentle humour that will win Lolo lots of friends among
young readers”
Red Reading Hub
“The outstanding feature of this series … is that very few books for children of this age
(say 5 to 8 years) combine a highly readable tone and a feisty young character of colour.”
IBBY UK
All £6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 80pp l Age 5+
Here Comes Lolo 9781910959770
Hooray for Lolo 9781910959695
You’re a Star, Lolo 9781913074913
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Here Comes Lolo Hooray For Lolo You’re A Star Lolo



Bruno and Bella
The Scooter
Written and illustrated
by Judy Brown
“Gorgeous characters are
a sheer delight … lovely 
touches of humour”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB Original 
240x240mm l 32pp 
9781910959329 l Age 3+
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Bruno and Bella
The Dance Class
Written and illustrated
by Judy Brown
Bruno and Bella are two new 
storybook characters whose 
zany, fun adventures children 
will love.
£6.99 l PB Original 
240x240mm l 32pp
9781910959336 l Age 3+

Binky’s
Time to Fly
Sharmila Collins
Illustrated by Carolina Rabei
Binky is a butterfly whose wings 
won’t work. But his friends don’t 
desert him, and with their help 
Binky flies after all. Published
in aid of research into
epidermolysis bullosa.
£6.99 l PB l 275 x 240mm 
32pp l 9781910959688
Age 3+

The Princess
and the Castle
Written and illustrated
by Caroline Binch
“Stunningly written and
beautifully illustrated.”
Read It, Daddy
£6.99 l PB l 295x250mm
32pp l 9781910959480
Age 4+

How Rude!
Written and Illustrated
by Sarah Arnold
“A lively and highly entertaining 
story about sharing, friendship 
and good manners, with
charming illustrations.”
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 240x260mm 
32pp l 9781910959350
Age 4+

The Creature
Written and illustrated
by Helen Bate
“Superbly expressive
illustrations show just what the
family think of their uninvited
guest in this hilarious picture
book.”
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 270x215mm
32pp l 9781910959145
Age 3+
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Surprise!
Surprise!
Written and
illustrated by Niki Daly

“Delightful illustrations...
funny, engaging, and
thought-provoking.
Highly recommended
for early years.”
English Association
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959992
Age 4+

I Will Not
Wear Pink
Joyce Dunbar,
illustrated by Polly Dunbar
“Whether you are five or fifty
you are sure to enjoy reading
this exhilarating and amusing
story together.”
Armadillo
£6.99 l PB l 275 x 240mm
40pp l 9781910959015
Age 3+

Monster Baby
Written and illustrated
by Sarah Dyer
“A perfect book to share
when a new baby is on
the way.” 
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm
32pp l 9781910959084
Age 3+

Six Blind Mice
and an Elephant
Written and illustrated
by Jude Daly
“Beautifully told and
imaginatively illustrated,
this book should be in all
primary schools.”
Books for Keeps
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm
32pp l 9781910959428
Age 4+

Joseph’s Cradle
Written and illustrated
by Jude Daly
“Inspired by a true story …
It’s both moving and a reminder
of the importance of continuity 
and renewal” 
Red Reading Hub
£11.99 l HB l 235x278mm
32pp l 9781910959794
Age 5+

Wild Wolf
Written and illustrated
by Fiona French
Inspired by an American
First Nation folktale
“extraordinarily beautiful … There
are times when it’s a real privilege
to review a book, when they are so
beautifully conceived and presented
that they take your breath away.
This is one of those books.”
The Letterpress Project
£12.99 l HB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959930
Age 5+
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Lost and Found
Parables Jesus Told
Mary Hoffman, illustrated 
by Jackie Morris
“The parables and miracle
stories, beautifully illustrated
by Jackie Morris. A beautiful
set of books as a gift, to keep
at home, or use at school.” 
Armadillo
£12.99 l HB l 240x240mm 
32pp l 9781910959299
Age 4+

Walking on Water
Miracles Jesus Worked
Mary Hoffman, illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“The parables and miracle
stories, beautifully illustrated
by Jackie Morris. A beautiful
set of books as a gift, to keep
at home, or use at school.” 
Armadillo
£12.99 l HB l 240x240mm
32pp l 9781910959220
Age 4+

My Daddy is a
Silly Monkey
Dianne Hofmeyr,
illustrated by
Carol Thompson
“A joyful celebration of
daddies everywhere with
appeal and resonance for
children and their parents too.”
Books for Keeps
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959923
Age 3+

Is it a Mermaid?
Candy Gourlay,
illustrated
by Francesca Chessa
Chosen by EmpathyLab for the
2019 Read for Empathy Guide
“Francesca Chessa’s glorious
illustrations are full of life and 
colour, beautiful representations 
of ocean life that complement the 
delightful story to perfection.”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959732
Age 3+

Fiddle Dee Dee!
Dianne Hofmeyr
Illustrated by Piet Grobler
Joyful and comic African
story –  with the power of
music Monkey outwits Lion
and Cheetah to keep his
magic musical bow.
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959756
Age 4+

Pirate Baby
Mary Hoffman
Illustrated by Ros Asquith
A yo-ho-ho pirate crew find
a girl baby on the high seas!
“A humorous pirate story that 
manages to convey some subtle 
messages about gender and
role reversal”
Books for Keeps
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm 
32pp l 9781910959664
Age 5+
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Can you see a
Little Bear?
James Mayhew, illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“Sheer, out of this world
bedtime enchantment for
both child and adult sharer.”
Red Reading Hub
£12.99 l HB l 235x278mm
32pp l 9781910959367
Age 3+

Immi
Written and illustrated
by Karin Littlewood 
“A truly magical tale…
Delicate illustrations
accompany the story
to perfection.”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 275x245mm 
32pp l 9781910959534
Age 4+

My Friends
Written and illustrated
by Max Low 
“This quirky, playful look
at friendship offers a great
starting point for exploring
the topic with young listeners
who will readily relate to
rising star, Max Low’s bold
bright images.”
Red Reading Hub 
£11.99 l HB l 260x240mm
32pp l 9781910959824
Age 2+

What’s That
Noise?
Written and illustrated
by Naomi Howarth 
Exquisite illustrations portray 
Magnus the Ringed Seal and
his Arctic friends as they search
for the source of a very strange 
noise, and find it in a
surprising place. 
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959701
Age 3+

The Last Tiger
Written and illustrated
by Petr Horácek
“With beautiful illustrations, 
this is a moving and thought-
provoking picture book
about animal freedom.”
Bookseller
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959718
Age 5+

Hello!
A Counting Book
of Kindnesses
Hollis Kurman
Illustrated by Barroux
A highly original 1 to 10 counting 
book with themes of kindness, 
generosity and sharing, as it 
follows the journey of a migrant 
family.
Endorsed by Amnesty
International UK
£11.99 l HB l 250x250mm  
32pp l 9781913074999
Age 2+
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The Seal Children
Written and illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“A wondrous experience of
timeless sea magic and folk-lore...
marvellous, evocative illustrations
and lyrical language.”
Carousel
£12.99 l HB l 235x278mm
32pp l 9781910959473
Age 4+

Mrs Noah’s Pockets
Jackie Morris,
illustrated by James Mayhew
“Lyrical, witty, SO beautiful, and 
just a tiny bit subversive. Superb.” 
Playing by the Book
Added to the International
Youth Library’s prestigious 
‘White Ravens’ list of especially 
noteworthy books (2018).
£12.99 l HB l 240x275mm
40pp l 9781910959091
Age 4+

Mrs Noah’s Garden
Jackie Morris,
illustrated by James Mayhew
With the Ark safely grounded,
Mrs Noah sets herself a new
task, to create a garden.
A magical companion to
Mrs Noah’s Pockets, with
the same classic qualities.
£12.99 l HB l 240x275mm
40pp l 9781910959466
Age 4+

The Newborn
Child
Written and illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“A beautiful book, perfect
as a gift for any mother-to-be.”
Parents in Touch
£12.99 l HB l 220x220mm
40pp l 9781910959459
Age 5+

Dreamer
Brian Moses,
illustrated by Bee Willey
“A wonderful and wondrous
starting point for discussions
about protecting our precious
planet, and on sharing the
earth’s resources.”
Red Reading Hub
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959855
Age 4+

One Cheetah,
One Cherry
A Book of Beautiful
Numbers
Written and illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“A particularly decorative
counting book.”
Kate Kellaway, Observer
£12.99 l HB l 220x220mm
32pp l 9781910959282
Age 1+
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Only a Tree
knows how to be 
a tree
Written and illustrated
by Mary Murphy
The internationally acclaimed 
author shows young children
in pictures and words how
everyone and everything is 
unique, yet also part of the 
wonderful pattern of life.
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959251
Age 3+

Big Green
Crocodile
Rhymes to Say and Play
Jane Newberry
Illustrated by Carolina Rabei
A new and original collection of 
rhymes (with action guidance) 
for creative play with babies and 
toddlers. Fun that also helps
cognition and vocabulary skills.
“Rhymes that make you want
to clap your hands and laugh
out loud.”
Michael Morpurgo
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959619
Age 1+

Travels with
My Granny
Juliet Rix,
illustrated
by Christopher Corr
“A sensitive issue, handled
with great insight and
compassion, helping children
to gain a perspective on the
troubling issue of dementia.”
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 278x235mm
32pp l 9781910959343
Age 5+

Kangaroo Kisses
Nandana dev Sen,
illustrated by Pippa Curnick
“A lovely bedtime picture
book…a great book for sharing.” 
Reading Zone
£6.99 l PB l 240x240mm
32pp l 9781910959022
Age 2+

Please,
Mr Magic Fish!
Written and illustrated
by Jessica Souhami
“A wonderful independent
and read-aloud story, which
children will most definitely 
love.”
Just Imagine
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm 
32pp l 9781910959183
Age 4+

Gerald the Lion 
Written and illustrated
by Jessica Souhami
“A lovely, warm-hearted
book … perfect for sharing,
with gorgeous illustrations
to enjoy.”
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959817
Age 3+
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Pattan’s Pumpkin
Chitra Soundar,
illustrated by Frané Lessac
“A visual delight with vibrant
illustrations and an appealingly 
childlike painterly style, richly 
coloured and full of detail.”
Books for Keeps 5-star review
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959848
Age 4+

Wings!
Paul Stewart,
illustrated by Jane Porter
“This heart-warming picture
book shows children that
everyone has something
they’re good at. It’s simply
a matter of finding what it is.”
Chris Riddell, Guardian
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959046
Age 3+

Paul Stewart   Jane Porter  

“Delightful and heart-warming”   

CHRIS RIDDELL Children’s 
Laure

ate

Wings!

Brian the Brave
Paul Stewart, 
illustrated by Jane Porter
“… a biffing, butting,
cracking celebration of
courage, self-belief,
acceptance, co-operation,
difference and friendship.”
Red Reading Hub
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959404
Age 3+

The Carnivorous
Crocodile
Jonnie Wild, illustrated by Brita Granström
The Five Flamingos Series. These riproaring jungle tales are now an international success. 
However large and toothy, or sticky and prickly the problem is, the Five Flamingos can solve it.
All £6.99 l PB l 275x250mm l 32pp l 9781910959916 l Age 3+
The Carnivorous Crocodile 9781910959916
The Mud Monster 9781910959862
The Yum Yum Tree 9781910959831

The Mud Monster The Yum Yum Tree
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Astro Girl
Written and Illustrated
by Ken Wilson-Max
A CLPE Core Book
Chosen for Pyjamarama
‘Brilliant Bedtime Stories’ 2020
Shortlisted for the STEAM 
Book Prize 2020
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm 
32pp l 9781910959213
Age 3+ 
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Migrations 
Open Hearts, Open Borders
With an introduction by Shaun Tan
This very special book reproduces images and
messages from fifty international children’s
illustrators on the theme of  migration, created
as postcards and sent through the mail.
Endorsed by Amnesty International and IBBY,
it is a book to open hearts: a small treasure to
give and receive.
£9.99 l HB l 135x195mm l 112pp 
9781910959800 l Ages: All

Riding a Donkey
Backwards
Wise and Foolish Tales of
Mulla Nasruddin
Retold by Sean Taylor
and Khayaal Theatre
Illustrated by Shirin Adl
Chosen for the Summer
Reading Challenge 2020
Loved for centuries in Muslim 
communities, Mulla Nasruddin 
is one of the world’s great
comic characters.
£7.99 l PB l 270x215mm
48pp l 9781913074944
Age 4+

Red Alert!
Fifteen Endangered Animals 
Fighting to Survive
Catherine Barr
Illustrated by Anne Wilson
Inspired and endorsed by
IUCN, International Union for
the Conservation of Nature
“… interactive and flexible … 
The stories really bring the
creatures alive for children.”
Reading Rocks
£8.99 l PB l 300x220mm
48pp l 9781913074920
Age 5+

Invisible Nature
A secret world beyond
our senses
Catherine Barr
Illustrated by Anne Wilson
Sounds we cannot hear, colours
we cannot see, scents we cannot
smell, are everywhere around us. 
Many animals can sense and use
them. We humans have to make
machines to do it. A superbly
illustrated introduction to the
world of rays and waves.
£12.99 l HB l 240x275mm
40pp l 9781910959671
Age 6+
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Run, Elephant, Run
An Indonesian
Rainforest Adventure
Written and illustrated
by Patricia MacCarthy
“The perfect introduction to the
amazing rainforest and the need
to protect. The illustrations are
superb.”
Let Them Be Small
£12.99 l HB l 260x300mm
32pp l 9781910959114
Age 3+

Dance, Dolphin,
Dance
A California Ocean Adventure
Written and Illustrated
by Patricia MacCarthy
“An enchanting and memorable 
journey through the vast depths
of the Pacific Ocean … a richly 
interactive and satisfying
experience.”
Just Imagine
£12.99 l HB l 260x300mm
32pp l 9781910959244
Age 3+

Books! Books! Books!
Explore Inside the Greatest 
Library on Earth
Written and illustrated
by Mick Manning and
Brita Granström  
Discover the treasures of the
British Library in London.
“Words and pictures work
perfectly together to give
children a vivid sense of the
greatest library in the world”
Love Reading
£14.99 l HB l 278x235mm
48pp l 9781910959985
Age 7+

How the Borks 
Became
An Adventure in Evolution
Jonathan Emmett
Illustrated by Elys Dolan
Winner of the 2019 STEAM Book 
Prize for younger children.
“A fab way to introduce ideas of 
evolution and natural selection
to children.” Teach Primary
“Fantastically funny with
wonderfully vibrant illustrations” 
BookTrust: Books We Love
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm  
32pp l 9781910959663  
Age 5+

The History of 
Prehistory
Mick Manning and
Brita Granström
“Will help younger children 
grasp the key periods of pre-
history and gain a sense of the 
long-term chronology of our 
planet. With a visual timeline 
and a game to play, a must-have 
for primary libraries.”
Achuka
£12.99 l HB l 278x235mm  
48pp l 9781910959763
Age 7+
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The Wonderful
World of Clothes
Written and illustrated
by Emma Damon
Clothes, accessories and
jewellery are of endless
interest to children.
“… a gorgeously illustrated 
celebration of style … truly 
inspirational”
Read It, Daddy
“Highly recommended”
Minerva Reads
£12.99 l HB l 300x220mm
40pp l 9781910959176
Age 6+
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